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1. Let n be a positive integer; let k be an arbitrary field containing 

the n-th roots of unity; suppose that the characteristic of k does not 

divide n. Let X {x1 , .•. ,xn} be a set of n algebraically independent 

elements over k and let C denote the cyclic pef!!utation group of X 
n 

generated by the cycle (X1 •• ,Xn). Let kc denote the subfield of k(X) 

that is pointwise fixed under the pe:rmuta tions in C • 
n 

It is known that kc is purely transcendental over k. In fact, Masuda [1] 

proves that the set U 

i=l, .•. ,n} 

and .} a primitive n-th root of unity, forms a pure basis of kc/k. 

Now, let Y denote the :;t {v1 , ..• ,Yn} , then we find, using the 

relations Xj = n.~ 'S' Yi (j=l, .•• ,n), that k(Y) is identical with 
i=l k(X), so that Y is an algebraically independent set over k as well. 

Form the polynomial 
) ( ) n n-1 (Jf.-+i ... X-Xn = X + a1 (u1 , ... ,Un)X + .•• +a0 (U1 , ... ,un)' (1) 

Whose coefficients belong to k0 =k(U). This polynOlll.ial can be regarded 

as a parametric representation of poly~ials with Galois group C 
[ , n 

over le in the sense of E. Noether 2 J . More precisely stated, (1) 
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haa the following two properties 

a substitution of u1 by arbitrary el•ents k16 k, transfonus (1) into 

a polynomial in k [ X) with Galois group (a subgroup of) C • n 

b If k is infinite and if K/k is an alrebra1c field extenaion with 

Galois group C ~ C, then there exist infinitely • any n-tuplea n 
(~, ••. ,kn) (k1 • k) such that substitution of Ui by t 1 traufo:ra• (1) 

into a generating polyn011ial of K/k. 

Reaark. The propositions a and b can be derived troa aoae reneral 

theor-.s that I have not yet published, but can alao be fouad directly 

by writing the x1 as suas of radicals and applying the Kuaaer

generation of Klk. 

The purpose of this report is firstly to show that (1) is already a 

polynoaial in k'(U) [x], where k' ia the priae field ink, and secondly 

to cOllllpute the Galois group of (1) with respect to k'(U). 

2. Ask denotes an arbitrary field containing then-th roots of unity, 

the coefficients of (1) must lie in k'(~)(U); so, without loss of 

generality we may suppose in the following that k is equal to k'(S), 

Theorem 1. The parwaetric representation (1) is a polyllOllial in 

k' (U) [X] . 

Proof. If ! & k' then there is nothing to prove. We suppoae that 

[k' <t> k] > 1, or that there exist at least one substitution l' ~ l 
., 

("l,n) = 1, determining an autOllllorpb.isa ~ of k/k'. Let H be the Galois 

group of k/k'. Consider the algebraic field extensions 

k' (U) c k' (Y) c k(X). As k' (Y) is purely transcendental over k', and as 

k' (Y) ( J') = k(X), the Galois group of k(X)/k' (Y) is equal to H. From 

this it follows that 6"'Xj = X_ (vj • vj (mod n)). Ivery re.H deter

mines uniquely a permutation~Jf X (leaving X invariant), and we n 
easily see that the product of two autODOrphisas er and ,:i in H deter-

aines a permutation of X that is the product of the penautations cor

responding to tr and -c • In this way H induces a penautation croup H 
n 

of the set X that is iaoaorphic to H , and the aut0110rpbisas of 

k(X)/k'(Y) can be obtained by penauting tbe set X according to H • n 
So x1 , ... ,xn are the zero of a polynoaial vith coefficients in k'(Y). 

This aeau that the el•entary a,_.trio polynoatals 
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= (-l)i (U U) si ai 1•···• n (i=l, ... ,n) in x1 , ... ,Xn lie in k' (Y). 

The s 1. lie also in k(U), so that a. ,s. e, k' (Y) () k(U). But 
J. J. 

k' (U) n k(U) = k' (U) because of the fact that k' (Y) r. k' (U) = k' (U) 

a'n:d''"s\lf;f~;;,<VY.'~lr is'obvious that k(X) is equal to k' (Y) (X). 

Theorem 2. The Galois group G of the polynomial (1) with respect to 

k'(U), i.e. the Galois group of the field extension k'(U)(X)/k'(U), is 

the non-abelian permutation group on X, obtained by taking all the 

products of the permutations in H and e. e is a normal divisor in G, 
n n n 

the factor group G/e being isomorphic to H. 
n 

Proof. As H and e yield automorphisms of k(X)/k'(Y) and k(X)/k(U) 
n n 

respectively, the products u;t;. ( o e. H , n; E e ) represent automorphisms 
n n 

of k(X) /k' (U). These c,-,r;; are all different, for 

cs-1 7\;1 = (5"'2 7C2' 

With G"'l' 

-1 

,t;l' -n;2 £ en' 6""1 -I= c:r 2' "l'Cl i. i,;2' implies 

6"2 ° 1 = and this means that H and e would have an element 
n n 

ie in common. This is however impossible, as every "7C'E.C moves X and n n 
every ~ 6 H leaves X invariant. 

n n 

As (k(X) : k'(U)] = [k(X) : k(U)j . [k(U) : k'(U)] = order of en 

order of Hn, the set of products { <1" ,t; ; (f' €. Hn, n; E. Cn} forms 

just all the automorphisms of k(X)/k' (U), and is equal to the group G. 

As k(X) is normal with respect to k'(X), C is a normal divisor in G, 
n 

with factor group isomorphic to H. 

As H is not transitive over X, the group G is non-abelian. 
n 
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